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Economics of the Public Sector

2015-02-25

what should be the role of government in society how should it design its programmes how should tax systems be

designed to promote both efficiency and fairness nobel laureate joseph stiglitz and new co author jay rosengard

bring an unparalleled level of expertise to address these key issues of public sector economics no other text is as

modern as accessible or incorporates as much first hand policy advising experience by its authors as stiglitz

rosengard

Economics of the Public Sector

2015-02-19

thoroughly revised and updated to reflect the public finance landscape of today economics of the public sector fourth

edition focuses on the heavily changed post global recession world this new modern approach includes a discussion

on global public goods in chapter 5 which addresses the difficulty of coping with public health and security threats

when they transcend government coping mechanisms while chapter 8 examines corporatization and the transition

from government enterprise to private enterprise an easily accessible book that teaches conceptual mastery instead

of technical detail stiglitz and rosengard write with the student in mind not only do they use accessible language but

also the graphs throughout the text are simple and easy to understand case studies and references to real world

programs and policies such as welfare programs and the redistribution of income in chapter 15 are found in the body

of the text ensuring that students are introduced to policy applications while they read the text s international

coverage reflects a global economy the authors introduce students to a global perspective by sharing their first hand

experiences working with foreign governments

Economics of the Public Sector

1986

a longtime favorite among teachers and students economics of the public sector returns to the classroom in a fresh

edition that has been fully revised to reflect the latest developments in public policy and economic research

professor stiglitz builds on the book s classic strengths an integrated approach to public economics a readable and

inviting style and careful attention to real world problems and applications

Lectures on Public Economics

2015-06-09

the definitive textbook on public finance now back in print for the first time in years this classic introduction to public

finance remains the best advanced level textbook on the subject ever written first published in 1980 lectures on

public economics still tops reading lists at many leading universities despite the fact that the book has been out of

print for years this new edition makes it readily available again to a new generation of students and practitioners in

public economics the lectures presented here examine the behavioral responses of households and firms to tax

changes topics include the effects of taxation on labor supply savings risk taking the firm debt and economic growth

the book then delves into normative questions such as the design of tax systems optimal taxation public sector
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pricing and public goods including local public goods written by two of the world s preeminent economists this edition

of lectures on public economics features a new introduction by anthony atkinson and joseph stiglitz that discusses

the latest developments in the field and areas for future research the definitive advanced level textbook on public

economics examines the effects of taxation on households and firms covers tax system design optimal taxation

public sector pricing and more includes suggestions for further reading additional resources available online

Toward a Just Society

2018-08-28

joseph stiglitz is one of the world s greatest economists he has made fundamental contributions to economic theory

in areas such as inequality the implications of imperfect and asymmetric information and competition and he has

been a major figure in policy making a leading public intellectual and a remarkably influential teacher and mentor this

collection of essays influenced by stiglitz s work celebrates his career as a scholar and teacher and his aspiration to

put economic knowledge in the service of creating a fairer world toward a just society brings together a range of

essays whose breadth reflects how stiglitz has shaped modern economics the contributions to this volume all

penned by high profile authors who have been guided by or collaborated with stiglitz over the last five decades span

microeconomics macroeconomics inequality development law and economics and public policy touching on many of

the central debates and discoveries of the field and providing insights on the directions that academic economics

could take in the future toward a just society is an extraordinary celebration of the many paths stiglitz has opened for

economics politics and public life

The Road to Freedom

2024-04-23

a major reappraisal by the nobel prizewinning economist of the relationship between capitalism and freedom despite

its manifest failures the narrative of neoliberalism retains its grip on the public mind and the policies of governments

all over the world by this narrative less regulation and more animal spirits capitalism produces not only greater

prosperity but more freedom for individuals in society and is therefore morally better but in the road to freedom

stiglitz asks whose freedom are we should we be thinking about what happens when one person s freedom comes

at the expense of another s should the freedoms of corporations be allowed to impinge upon those of individuals in

the ways they now do taking on giants of neoliberalism such as hayek and friedman and examining how public

opinion is formed stiglitz reclaims the language of freedom from the right to show that far from free unregulated

markets promoting growth and enterprise they in fact reduce it lessening economic opportunities for majorities and

siphoning wealth from the many to the few both individuals and countries he shows how neoliberal economics and

its implied moral system have impacted our legal and social freedoms in surprising ways from property and

intellectual rights to education and social media stiglitz s eye as always is on how we might create the true human

flourishing which should be the great aim of our economic and social system and offers an alternative to that

prevailing today the road to freedom offers a powerful re evaluation of democracy economics and what constitutes a

good society and provides a roadmap of how we might achieve it
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The Price of Inequality

2012-06-28

nobel laureate joseph stiglitz explains why we are experiencing such destructively high levels of inequality and why

this is not inevitable the top 1 percent have the best houses the best educations the best doctors and the best

lifestyles but there is one thing that money doesn t seem to have bought an understanding that their fate is bound up

with how the other 99 percent live throughout history this is something that the top 1 percent eventually do learn too

late in this timely book joseph stiglitz identifies three major causes of our predicament that markets don t work the

way they are supposed to being neither efficient nor stable how political systems fail to correct the shortcomings of

the market and how our current economic and political systems are fundamentally unfair he focuses chiefly on the

gross inequality to which these systems give rise but also explains how inextricably interlinked they are providing

evidence that investment not austerity is vital for productivity and offering realistic solutions for levelling the playing

field and increasing social mobility stiglitz argues that reform of our economic and political systems is not just fairer

but is the only way to make markets work as they really should joseph stiglitz was chief economist at the world bank

until january 2000 he is currently university professor of the columbia business school and chair of the management

board and director of graduate summer programs brooks world poverty institute university of manchester he won the

nobel prize for economics in 2001 and is the best selling author of globalization and its discontents the roaring

nineties making globalization work and freefall all published by penguin

Selected Works of Joseph E. Stiglitz

2019-04-11

this is the third volume in a new definitive six volume edition of the works of joseph stiglitz one of today s most

distinguished and controversial economists stiglitz was awarded the nobel prize in economics in 2001 for his work on

asymmetric information and is widely acknowledged as one of the pioneers in the field of modern information

economics and more generally for his contributions to microeconomics volume iii contains a selection of joseph e

stiglitz s work on microeconomics it questions well established tenets including many that are so fundamental they

are almost taken for granted covering basic concepts of risk and markets the management of risk the theory of the

firm the economics of organization and theory of human behaviour stiglitz reflects on his work and the field more

generally throughout the volume by including substantial original introductions to the selected works the volume as a

whole and each part within the volume

Freefall

2015-09-24

out of the crisis of our times joseph stiglitz s freefall free markets and the sinking of the global economy is a

convincing coherent and humane account that goes to the heart of how we run our societies when the world

economy went into freefall so too did our unquestioning faith in markets but what happens now are bailouts and

stern lectures enough or do we need a rethink of our entire financial system this acclaimed and inspiring book by

one of the world s leading economic thinkers dissects the flawed ideas that led to the credit crunch but also looks to

the future drawing on his years spent shaping policy at the world bank nobel laureate joseph stiglitz shows why far

more radical reforms are needed to avoid future crises why the cost of recovery should be borne by the financial
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sector and how we now have the opportunity to create a new global economic order bang on the money unafraid to

ask tough questions we need more of his ilk will hutton observer a brilliant analysis always enthralling martin jacomb

spectator business a powerful new book devin leonard the new york times a seer of almost keynesian proportions

this is joe stiglitz s victory lap michael hirsh newsweek joseph stiglitz was chief economist at the world bank until

january 2000 he is currently university professor of the columbia business school and chair of the management

board and director of graduate summer programs brooks world poverty institute university of manchester he won the

nobel prize for economics in 2001 and is the author of the best selling globalization and its discontents making

globalization work the roaring nineties and the price of inequality all published by penguin

Economics of the Public Sector

1988

from nobel laureate joseph stiglitz globalization and its discontents is the bestselling exposé of the all powerful

organizations that control our lives joseph stiglitz s landmark book lifted the lid on how globalization was hurting

those it was meant to help many of its predictions came true and it became a touchstone in the debate this major

new edition looks afresh at the continuing mismanagement of globalization and how it has led to our current political

and economic discontents globalization can still be a force for good stiglitz argues but the balance of power has to

change here he offers real tough solutions for the future a massively important political as well as economic

document we should listen to him urgently will hutton guardian stiglitz is a rare breed an heretical economist who

has ruffled the self satisfied global establishment that once fed him globalization and its discontents declares war on

the entire washington financial and economic establishment ian fraser sunday herald gripping this landmark book

shows him to be a worthy successor to keynes robin blackburn independent

Globalization and Its Discontents

2015-09-24

from nobel prize winning economist and best selling author joseph sitglitz author of globalization and its discontents

this is the essential must read guide to the future of europe solidarity and prosperity fostered by economic integration

this principle has underpinned the european project from the start and the establishment of a common currency was

supposed to be its most audacious and tangible achievement since 2008 however the european union has

ricocheted between stagnation and crisis the inability of the eurozone to match the recovery in the usa and uk has

exposed its governing structures institutions and policies as dysfunctional and called into question the viability of a

common currency shared by such different economies as germany and greece designed to bring the european union

closer together the euro has actually done the opposite after nearly a decade without growth unity has been

replaced with dissent and enlargements with prospective exits joseph stiglitz argues that europe s stagnation and

bleak outlook are a direct result of the fundamental flaws inherent in the euro project economic integration outpacing

political integration with a structure that promotes divergence rather than convergence money relentlessly leaves the

weaker member states and goes to the strong with debt accumulating in a few ill favoured countries the question

then is can the euro be saved laying bare the european central bank s misguided inflation only mandate and

explaining why austerity has condemned europe to unending stagnation stiglitz outlines the fundamental reforms

necessary to the structure of the eurozone and the policies imposed on the member countries suffering the most but

the same lack of sufficient political solidarity that led to the creation of a flawed euro twenty years ago suggests that
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these reforms are unlikely to be adopted hoping to avoid the huge costs associated with current policies stiglitz

proposes two other alternatives a well managed end to the common currency or a bold new system dubbed the

flexible euro this important book by one of the world s leading economists addresses the euro crisis on a bigger

intellectual scale than any predecessor

The Euro

2016-08-16

why has inequality increased in the western world and what can we do about it in the great divide joseph e stiglitz

expands on the diagnosis he offered in his best selling book the price of inequality and suggests ways to counter

this growing problem with his characteristic blend of clarity and passion stiglitz argues that inequality is a choice the

cumulative result of unjust policies and misguided priorities in these essays articles and reflections stiglitz fully

exposes the inequality from its dimensions and its causes to its consequences for the world that is afflicting america

and other western countries in thrall to neoliberalism from reagan era policies to the great recession and its long

aftermath stiglitz delves into the processes and irresponsible policies deregulation tax cuts for the rich the corruption

of the political process that are leaving many people further and further behind and turning the dream of a socially

mobile society into an ever more unachievable myth with formidable yet accessible economic insight he urges us to

embrace real solutions increasing taxes on corporations and the wealthy investing in education science and

infrastructure helping homeowners instead of banks and most importantly doing more to restore the economy to full

employment stiglitz s analysis reaches beyond america the inequality leader of the developed world to draw lessons

from scandinavia singapore and japan and he argues against the tide of unnecessary destructive austerity that is

sweeping across europe ultimately stiglitz believes our choice is not between growth and fairness with the right

policies we can choose both

The Great Divide

2016

the focus of joseph stiglitz s work in economics throughout his long and distinguished career has been on the real

world with all of its imperfections

Study Guide and Readings for Stiglitz's Economics of the Public Sector,

Second Edition

1989

the second in a series of six volumes containing a selection of joseph stiglitz s most important and widely cited work

volume i set out the basic concepts underlying the economics of information volume ii extends these concepts and

applies them to a number of different settings in labour capital and product markets

Lectures on Public Economics

1980

a longtime favorite among teachers and students economics of the public sector returns to the classroom in a fresh
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edition that has been fully revised to reflect the latest developments in public policy and economic research

professor stiglitz builds on the book s classic strengths an integrated approach to public economics a readable and

inviting style and careful attention to real world problems and applications

Economics for an Imperfect World

2003

from the author of globalization and its discontents joseph stiglitz s the roaring nineties why we re paying the price

for the greediest decade in history blows the whistle on the devastation wrought by the free market mania of the

nineties this is the explosive story of how capitalism us style got its comeuppance how excessive deregulation

government pandering to big business and exorbitant ceo salaries all fed the bubble that burst so dramatically amid

corporate scandal and anti globalization protest as chief economic advisor to the president at the time stiglitz

exposes the inside of what went wrong but also reveals how bush s administration is now making things worse much

worse for the economy the us and the rest of the world stiglitz takes us one step further showing how a more

balanced approach to the market and government can lead not only to a better economy but a better society a

searing critique of dubyanomics the nobel laureate who took on the imf is now turning his guns on the american

president stiglitz knows when to pick a fight observer one of the most important economic and political thinkers of

our time independent on sunday stiglitz has become a hero to the anti globalization movement economist an iconic

figure stiglitz s book will encourage those who wish to halt the partial americanization that has already taken place in

europe daily telegraph joseph stiglitz was chief economist at the world bank until january 2000 he is currently

university professor of the columbia business school and chair of the management board and director of graduate

summer programs brooks world poverty institute university of manchester he won the nobel prize for economics in

2001 and is the author of the best selling globalization and its discontents making globalization work freefall and the

price of inequality all published by penguin

Selected Works of Joseph E. Stiglitz

2009

we all have the sense that our economy tilts toward big business but as joseph e stiglitz explains in people power

and profits a few corporations now dominate entire sectors contributing to skyrocketing inequality and slow growth

this is how the financial industry has managed to write its own regulations tech companies have accumulated reams

of personal data without oversight and the government has negotiated trade deals that fail to represent the interests

of workers too many have made their wealth through exploitation of others rather than through wealth creation new

technologies may make matters worse increasing inequality and unemployment stiglitz identifies the true sources of

wealth and of increases in standards of living based on learning advances in science and technology and the rule of

law he shows that the assault on the judiciary universities and the media undermines the very institutions that have

long been the foundation of economic prosperity and democracy he sets out the economic solutions which will

exploit the benefits of markets while taming their excesses and how a decent middle class life can once again be

attainable for all
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Study Guide and Readings for Stiglitz's Economics of the Public Sector

1989

a damning denunciation of things as they are and a platform for how we can do better andrew leonard salon building

on the international bestseller globalization and its discontents joseph e stiglitz offers here an agenda of inventive

solutions to our most pressing economic social and environmental challenges with each proposal guided by the

fundamental insight that economic globalization continues to outpace both the political structures and the moral

sensitivity required to ensure a just and sustainable world as economic interdependence continues to gather the

peoples of the world into a single community it brings with it the need to think and act globally this trenchant

intellectually powerful and inspiring book is an invaluable step in that process

The Roaring Nineties

2015-09-24

the social impact of inequality is now increasingly understood higher crime health problems and mental illness lower

educational achievements and life expectancy but what are the causes of inequality why is it growing so rapidly and

what are its economic and political impacts in this exceptional book joseph stiglitz gives the answers he shows how

left to their own devices markets are neither efficient nor stable and tend to accumulate money in the hands of the

few rather than engender competition producing slower growth and lower gdp he also demonstrates how political

institutions far from countering these trends often enhance them arguing that another world is possible the price of

inequality provides a powerful vital critique of free market ideas superb and original stiglitz is a rare combination of

virtuoso economist witty polemicist and public intellectual robert kuttner new statesman important and smart a

searing read nicholas kristof the new york times the often inchoate anger seen in occupy wall street is given shape

fluency substance and authority by stiglitz he methodically and lyrically almost joyously exposes the myths that

provide justification for deficit fetishism yvonne roberts observer trenchant engaging stiglitz writes clearly and

provocatively dante chinni washington post a towering genius of economics independent

People, Power, and Profits

2020

over 1 million copies sold worldwide major new edition from nobel laureate joseph stiglitz globalization and its

discontents is the bestselling exposé of the all powerful organizations that control our lives joseph stiglitz s landmark

book lifted the lid on how globalization was hurting those it was meant to help many of its predictions came true and

it became a touchstone in the debate this major new edition looks afresh at the continuing mismanagement of

globalization and how it has led to our current political and economic discontents globalization can still be a force for

good stiglitz argues but the balance of power has to change here he offers real tough solutions for the future a

massively important political as well as economic document we should listen to him urgently will hutton guardian

stiglitz is a rare breed an heretical economist who has ruffled the self satisfied global establishment that once fed

him globalization and its discontents declares war on the entire washington financial and economic establishment ian

fraser sunday herald gripping this landmark book shows him to be a worthy successor to keynes robin blackburn

independent
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Making Globalization Work

2007-09-17

this is the first volume in a new definitive six volume edition of the works of joseph stiglitz one of today s most

distinguished and controversial economists stiglitz was awarded the nobel prize in economics in 2001 for his work on

asymmetric information and is widely acknowledged as one of the pioneers in the field of modern information

economics and more generally for his contributions to microeconomics volume i includes a number of classic papers

which helped to form the foundations for the field of the economics of information stiglitz reflects on his work and the

field more generally throughout the volume by including substantial original introductions to the selected works the

volume as a whole and each part within the volume the volume includes a number of foundational papers specifically

looking at market equilibrium with adverse selection moral hazard and screening this volume sets out the basic

concepts underlying the economics of information while volume ii goes a step further by applying and extending

these concepts in a number of different settings in labour capital and product markets

The Price of Inequality

2013

comprises nine speeches by joseph stiglitz the former chief economist of the world bank covers the failure of shock

therapy and transition economics the limits of capital market liberalization the myopia of the washington consensus

the role of knowledge in markets the process of developing market institutions and the primacy of openness and

worker participation

Globalization and Its Discontents Revisited

2017-11-28

throughout joseph stiglitz s long and distinguished career in economics the focus has been on the real world with all

of its imperfections his 2001 nobel prize recognized his pioneering research in imperfect information his work in other

areas including macroeconomics public economics and development economics has been just as influential this

volume a collection of essays written to mark stiglitz s sixtieth birthday reflects the wide ranging influence of

stiglitzian economics the many distinguished contributors are his teachers students and coauthors their participation

testifies to the personal and professional impact of joseph stiglitz s contributions to contemporary economic thought

Selected Works of Joseph E. Stiglitz

2008-12-25

this book explains how the revolution in economics wrought by joseph e stiglitz and the economics of information

has provided us with new methods and answers to solving economic problems especially for the poor nations of the

world it brings 230 years of economic thought and folklore into question and shows us that free enterprise and the

market that we once respected does not exist
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Joseph Stiglitz and the World Bank

2001

top economists consider how to conduct policy in a world where previous beliefs have been shattered by the recent

financial and economic crises since 2008 economic policymakers and researchers have occupied a brave new

economic world previous consensuses have been upended former assumptions have been cast into doubt and new

approaches have yet to stand the test of time policymakers have been forced to improvise and researchers to

rethink basic theory george akerlof nobel laureate and one of this volume s editors compares the crisis to a cat stuck

in a tree afraid to move in april 2013 the international monetary fund brought together leading economists and

economic policymakers to discuss the slowly emerging contours of the macroeconomic future this book offers their

combined insights the editors and contributors who include the nobel laureate and bestselling author joseph stiglitz

federal reserve vice chair janet yellen and the former governor of the bank of israel stanley fischer consider the

lessons learned from the crisis and its aftermath they discuss among other things post crisis questions about the

traditional policy focus on inflation macroprudential tools which focus on the stability of the entire financial system

rather than of individual firms and their effectiveness fiscal stimulus public debt and fiscal consolidation and

exchange rate arrangements

Economics for an Imperfect World

2003

in this book nobel laureate joseph stiglitz and co author raaj sah address one of development s major issues during

the early phases of economic development there are often serious conflicts between the interests of town and

country the corn law debate in england the economic conflicts between the north and the south prior to the us civil

war and the soviet industrialization debate are among the historical examples most of today s countries face town

versus country tensions of increasing severity including such issues as who should pay how much in taxes who

should get how much in subsidies and what forms the taxes and subsidies should take this volume analyses these

tensions and issues taking into account the great diversity of institutions and economic environments observed in

different developing countries while dealing primarily with today s developing countries the book also sheds some

new light on some of the historical controversies each chapter contains a non technical statement of the problems at

hand and a summary of the analysis the book will be of interest to public finance economists and practitioners and

researchers of economic development as well as to economic historians

The Economics of Public Services

2015-12-30

a companion to his acclaimed work in rewriting the rules of the american economy joseph e stiglitz along with carter

dougherty and the foundation for european progressive studies lays out the economic framework for a europe with

faster growth that is more equitably shared europe is in crisis sluggish economic growth in many countries

widespread income stagnation and recession have led to severe political and social consequences social protections

for citizens have been cut back governments offer timid responses to deep seated problems these economic and

political failures have contributed to the rise of extremist parties on the right marginalized populations are being

made scapegoats for europe s woes but the problems of today s europe stem from decisions based on a blind
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worship of markets in too many areas of policy if europe is to return to an innovative and dynamic economy and if

there is to be shared prosperity social solidarity and justice then eu countries need to break with their current

destructive trajectory this volume offers concrete strategies for renewal that would also reinvigorate the project of

european integration with fresh ideas in the areas of both macroeconomics and microeconomics including central

banking public investment corporate governance and competition policy social policy and international trade

Economics in a Changed Universe

2008

this work offers an introduction to the economics of the public sector it examines the economic framework public

expenditure and finance budgets and borrowing industry and public investment and management of the economy

both theory and practice are covered as are all recent developments in relation to the european community

privatization deregulation and local government finance each chapter concludes with exercises and suggestions for

further reading and is designed to facilitate self study

What Have We Learned?

2016-09-02

a nobel prize winner challenges us to throw off the free market fundamentalists and reclaim our economy we all

have the sense that the american economy and its government tilts toward big business but as joseph e stiglitz

explains in his new book people power and profits the situation is dire a few corporations have come to dominate

entire sectors of the economy contributing to skyrocketing inequality and slow growth this is how the financial

industry has managed to write its own regulations tech companies have accumulated reams of personal data with

little oversight and our government has negotiated trade deals that fail to represent the best interests of workers too

many have made their wealth through exploitation of others rather than through wealth creation if something isn t

done new technologies may make matters worse increasing inequality and unemployment stiglitz identifies the true

sources of wealth and of increases in standards of living based on learning advances in science and technology and

the rule of law he shows that the assault on the judiciary universities and the media undermines the very institutions

that have long been the foundation of america s economic might and its democracy helpless though we may feel

today we are far from powerless in fact the economic solutions are often quite clear we need to exploit the benefits

of markets while taming their excesses making sure that markets work for us the u s citizens and not the other way

around if enough citizens rally behind the agenda for change outlined in this book it may not be too late to create a

progressive capitalism that will recreate a shared prosperity stiglitz shows how a middle class life can once again be

attainable by all an authoritative account of the predictable dangers of free market fundamentalism and the

foundations of progressive capitalism people power and profits shows us an america in crisis but also lights a path

through this challenging time

Peasants versus City-Dwellers

1992-12-03

this is a collection of theoretical papers including contributions by partha dasgupta and three nobel prize winning

economists kenneth arrow amartya sen and joseph stiglitz originally published in 1982
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Rewriting the Rules of the European Economy: An Agenda for Growth and

Shared Prosperity

2020-01-28

the fact that our global economy is broken may be widely accepted but what precisely needs to be fixed has become

the subject of enormous controversy in 2008 the president of the united nations general assembly convened an

international panel chaired by nobel prize winning economist joseph stiglitz and including twenty leading international

experts on the international monetary system to address this crucial issue the stiglitz report released by the

committee in late 2009 sees the recent financial crisis as the latest and most damaging of several concurrent crises

of food water energy and sustainability that are tightly interrelated the analysis and recommendations in the report

cover the gamut from short term mitigation to deep structural changes from crisis response to reform of the global

economic and financial architecture the report establishes a bold agenda for policy change that is sure to be the gold

standard for understanding and contending with the international economy for many years to come the stiglitz report

is essential reading for anyone concerned about a secure and prosperous world

Economics of the Public Sector

1996

designed to bring europe closer together the euro has actually done the opposite after nearly a decade without

growth unity has been replaced with dissent and enlargements with prospective exits joseph stiglitz argues that

europe s stagnation and bleak outlook are a direct result of the fundamental flaws inherent in the euro project

economic integration outpacing political integration with a structure that actively promotes divergence rather than

convergence money relentlessly leaves the weaker member states and goes to the strong with debt accumulating in

a few ill favoured countries the question now is can the euro be saved laying bare the european central bank s

misguided inflation only mandate and explaining why austerity has condemned europe to unending stagnation stiglitz

outlines three possible ways forward fundamental reforms in the structure of the eurozone and the policies imposed

on the member countries suffering the most a well managed end to the euro or a bold new system he dubs the

flexible euro this important book by one of the world s leading economists addresses the euro crisis on a bigger

intellectual scale than any predecessor

The Economics of Public Services

1977

the rapid collapse of socialism has raised new economic policy questions and revived old theoretical issues in this

book joseph stiglitz explains how the neoclassical or walrasian model the formal articulation of adam smith s invisible

hand which has dominated economic thought over the past half century may have wrongly encouraged the belief

that market socialism could work stiglitz proposes an alternative model based on the economics of information that

provides greater theoretical insight into the workings of a market economy and clearer guidance for the setting of

policy in transitional economies stiglitz sees the critical failing in the standard neoclassical model underlying market

socialism to be its assumptions concerning information particularly its failure to consider the problems that arise from

lack of perfect information and from the costs of acquiring information he also identifies problems arising from its
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assumptions concerning completeness of markets competitiveness of markets and the absence of innovation stiglitz

argues that not only did the existing paradigm fail to provide much guidance on the vital question of the choice of

economic systems the advice it did provide was often misleading
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